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OVERVIEW

Extraordinary detached house of 330 m² with a modern
design with the highest quality materials on a plot of
1,443 m² for sale in El Puerto de Galapagar development.

Lucas Fox Las Rozas is pleased to present this exclusive and extraordinary detached
house of 330 m² on only two floors with a modern design and located on a plot of
1,443 m² in the El Puerto de Galapagar development.

The house was renovated in 2002. It is luxurious, offers a high quality of life and
guarantees tranquility and privacy for its residents due to its exclusive environment.
It is ideal for a family that wants to enjoy a closed terrace with a pool and Feng Shui
area, ideal for relaxing and enjoying the outdoors all year round. There is a
dehumidifier on the terrace.

Upon entering, you can see a large bright hall with cathedral ceiling and to the right is
a bathroom with a shower and window. From here, we go to the living room that has
a beautiful wood-burning fireplace and a cosy reading space. Next is the dining room
that has access to the kitchen with wine cellar and all the necessary furniture. Next is
a bedroom suite with shower and high quality materials (Duravit and Grohe). Next we
find a laundry room that has access to the outside and another bedroom.

The upper floor is accessed by a beautiful staircase that leads to a large library and
reading area. Then we have a bedroom suite with a shower and this leads to the
master bedroom, very spacious with a large dressing room, a private bathroom with a
shower and double sink, bidet and a large mirror with a special light for applying
makeup. The bedroom has a large terrace with views of the entire garden and views
of the mountains.

The house is surrounded by an extraordinary garden that is accessed from the living-
dining room, where there is an indoor saltwater pool and a meeting area with
comfortable sofas that invite after-meal talk or simply a warm space to relax
throughout the year. This also has a wood oven and air conditioning. In addition, all
the windows are climalit, have a mosquito net and the blinds are security with an
independent motor, each one of them with Cortizo frames, a 25 mm ScreenLine
chamber, by the brand Soler. The lights in the house are Led and there are marble
floors and the staircase is made of wood.

lucasfox.com/go/rzs36934

Mountain views, Terrace, Swimming pool,
Indoor swimming pool,
Heated swimming pool, Garden,
Private garage, Natural light,
Marble flooring, Parking,
Modernist building, Walk-in wardrobe,
Views, Transport nearby, Security,
Renovated, Pet-friendly, Heating,
Gourmet lounge, Fireplace, Exterior,
Equipped Kitchen, Chill out area, Barbecue,
Alarm, Air conditioning
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This beautiful detached house was built with the materials, natural light and privacy
in mind. The house has an aerothermal system and has a diesel tank with a Bugerus
boiler and a filter. In the house there is a beautiful cellar and warehouse, barbecue
area with built-in sofas and the garden has an automatic irrigation system. The
outdoor parking is for 6 cars and a fairly large artificial garden area.

In summary, it is an exceptional and unique house that offers an excellent quality of
life, very close to the centre of Madrid, surrounded by green spaces and a lot of
privacy.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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